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Disruptive Forces Transforming Electricity
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Electrification is among the disruptive forces that are transforming the electric power sector today.  It IS happening and WILL continue to happen – more so as technology provides customers with more opportunity to manage and control their own energy resources and use.Most of these forces are not utility/grid proposals historically controlled by PUCsSo PUCs may be LESS able to control things going forward than historically, but they are likely to be able to manage or at least influence them for a long time to come.So how best to do so in a way that aligns with the public interest and secures the multiple benefits available?
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Electrification is Well Underway

Photo credits: Nest and Dennis Schroder, NREL 

54%

Presenter
Presentation Notes
NARUC is wise to be pursuing the issue of electrification for a number of reasons, foremost among them being the fact that it is happening already.  Technology is doing what technology does, and that’s improve performance and reduce cost over time. No surprise then, that technology and market forces are driving rapid advances in electrification.Bloomberg New Energy Finance, for instance, projects electric vehicles to represent 54% of new car sales by 2040, up from 35% just one year ago!  Others suggest it will happen even sooner.
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But Not All Electrification Is
Created Equal

• It’s all about     
load growth, 
right?

• Brattle: “Utility 
sales could nearly 
double by 2050”!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
But, not all electrification is created equal.Some would maintain that in these times of flat or declining electricity demand, “it’s all about load growth” – as this Brattle report illustrates, with its breathless conclusion that load could nearly double by 2050.And, under our current utility business model – characterized by the kWh-throughput incentive – more load is good load.But that’s not where things are going.  Electrification creates a literal window of opportunity for utilities to offer new services, secure greater customer engagement, and yes, grow load some.  But taking a narrow view of electrification as load growth reminds of an addict just “getting their next fix.”Electrification’s load growth doesn’t change the fundamentals responsible for the last decade of flat generation, nor will it immunize utilities against power sector transformation.  
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What Makes for Beneficial
Electrification (BE)?

1. Saves Customers Money
Long-Term; New Services

2. Reduces Environmental 
Impacts

3. Enables Better Grid    
Management

Three explicit criteria:

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So what makes for beneficial electrification, then, and how can it help utilities better position themselves for the future?We consider a project or measure to represent beneficial electrification if it meets one or more of three criteria, without adversely affecting the other two:Saves consumers money over the long run;Reduces environmental impacts; andEnables better grid managementLet’s look briefly at each of these criteria.1. “Saving customers money” in this context means that over its life, an action results in a lower total cost to provide that energy end-use (heating, mobility, etc.) to the consumer, and that’s accomplished by:Looking over long run, not short-term;Including the cost of acquiring and maintaining appliances, vehicles, etc.;Including any incentives provided; andIncluding utility bill savings from any time-of-use or ancillary services benefits of the measure.2. “Reducing environmental impacts” means that the marginal emissions of the grid with the electrification measure are lower (cleaner) than the emissions of the fossil fuels that are replaced in providing the consumer end-use: Again, over the life of the appliance or vehicle;Based on accepted resource planning criteria; andIncluding the grid flexibility created.Environmental impacts are typically measured as CO2 emissions for clarity and convenience, but the same benefits also apply to criteria pollutant and toxic emissions, as well as water use.3. Third, beneficial electrification also offers the grid operator greater flexibility to better manage load, improve demand response, and integrate higher levels of renewable, non-dispatchable generation.This can occur if: Some or all of the electrified load can be controlled by the grid operator, such as through grid-integrated water heaters (GIWH), smart thermostats, or controlled water pumps; Consumers can program their loads to take advantage of time-varying rates; and/or The load shape, by its nature, fits the output of low-cost resources (like street lighting load, which largely occurs off-peak).We often refer to this characterization as enabling “utilities to get a L-E-G up”!
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Metrics Matter…

• Green = BE

• Yellow ~ OK

• Red = Don’t 
electrify, yet

Existing 
Fuel 

#CO2/ 
MMBTU

100% 
Coal

50% Coal 
50% CCCT 

Gas

100% 
CCCT 
Gas

50% CCCT 
Gas / 

50% Non-
Carbon

100% 
Non-

Carbon

Utility System #CO2/MWh       2,000         1,200         800             400 0
Space Heating - Oil to Heat Pump 202       
   Warm Climate  3,000 - 6,000 HDD 209        143           78          39             0
   Cold Climate  >7,000 HDD 314        215           117        58             0
Space Heating - Natural Gas to Heat Pump 130       
   Warm Climate 209        143           78          39             0
   Cold Climate 314        215           117        58             0
Water Heating - Gas to Electric Resistance 167       628        430           233        117           0
Water Heating - Gas to Heat Pump 167       
   Warm Climate 209        143           78          39             0
   Cold Climate 314        215           117        58             0
Clothes Drying - Gas to Ultrasonic 167       157        108           58          29             0

#CO2/Mile
Automobile 0.65      0.54       0.37          0.20       0.10          0

Marginal Resource on System to Serve Load

Emissions Efficiency

- Gasoline to EV

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Metrics are important.  We won’t go into detail here; this table illustrates the concept of ”emissions efficiency”, but cost and other metrics are being developed by EPRI, MN CEE, and others – you can’t just make decisions based on a snapshot today.Whatever metrics are used, there’s another element that bears into BE considerations too:  Time. [Here’s a summary slide that shows how each of these technologies compares to the fossil-fuel alternative.  We’ve computed this for systems that are 100% coal, 50% coal and 50% gas, 100% gas, 50% gas and 50% non-carbon resources, and 100% non-carbon resource.  You can roughly put your utility in one of these categories.Where the matrix shows red, electrification will increase emissions.  Where it is yellow, they are about the same.  And green means a significant reduction in emissions. Basically, once the power system gets to 100% gas or a mix of gas and non-carbon resources, every one of these options is beneficial from an emissions perspective.The economics are more complex, and we won’t try to generalize these.  They are very location-specific, as every utility has different rates, and every region has a different climate.]
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Think Ahead: Electric Power is 
Getting Much Cleaner...

Presenter
Presentation Notes
That’s because the power sector is getting much cleaner, so electrified devices correspondingly “get cleaner” over time as the grid does.  This EIA graph shows how the carbon intensity of the electric power sector has improved dramatically over the last decade, in contrast to other major US sectors.
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So Benefits Will Increase Over Time as 
Devices Improve Along With the Grid

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This graphic from Xergy illustrates this dynamic:While a natural gas water heater’s performance (”emissions efficiency”, cost, whatever metric) remains level over time, assuming no degradation… … an electric resistance water heater’s performance will improve over time to become as clean, and then cleaner, than a gas water heater.  And newer technologies – in this case a heat pump water heater – will have even better performance. 
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Grid Management: Workplace EV Charging

Home Charging 
without TOU

Workplace 
Charging

Source: Jim Lazar, RAP

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The third criteria I mentioned was better grid management, and here is an example of how BE can improve it.  Consider workplace EV charging in a utility facing the CalISO’s “Duck Curve.”This utility sees solar PV pushing down net system demand at mid-day, and high usage in the early evening creating a sharp peak and difficult ramping requirements.By creating load in the middle of the day, when the sun is shining, EV charging helps “fill in” in the belly of the duck.And by displacing home charging in the early evening, ramping needs at head of the duck around dinnertime are mitigated.
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Where Will Electrification Initiatives 
Originate?

• Customers
• Policymakers
• Commission 

Initiatives
• Utility Proposals

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For regulators, though, another question arises:  How will electrification issues get to your desk?   Where will electrification initiatives “come from”?Many, of course, will be completely beyond the reach or responsibility of PUCs, like individual customers’ purchases of EVs or heat pumps as we noted in the first slide.  This is an example of how commissions may enjoy less ability to control all-things-electrical under power sector transformation.  Nevertheless, they will enjoy substantial ability to manage or influence whether transformation proceeds in the public interest for some time to come.In some places, you can anticipate Governors or Legislators moving toward electrification, as is the case in this example from Rhode Island.In many cases, those initiatives will be led by regulators and/or subsequently result in docketed proceedings opened by the commission.Finally, you can expect many electrification proposals to originate with utilities.  Indeed, several have already been filed.
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• Commission Initiatives:
• Structure Explicit Processes
• Establish Principles and Goals

• Include the Three Criteria
• Define Utility Role and Cost Recovery
• Get Stakeholder Feedback
• Design, Plan, and Implement
• Learn and Revise

11

How Best to “Manage” and “Influence”?  (1)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If an electrification initiative proceeds on the commission’s own initiatives; simply proceed thoughtfully and deliberately.Several states have done or are now undertaking such initiatives as part of PST initiatives generally or addressing BE specifically.
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How Best to “Manage” and “Influence”?  (2)

• Utility Proposals:
• Meet the Three Criteria
• How: Rate Design = Cornerstone
• Where: Distribution System Planning done?
• Aligns with Power Sector Transformation initiatives?
• Aligns with state RE and EE policies?

• Modify RPS to avoid discouraging BE?
• Modify EERS to avoid discouraging BE?

• Equity Impacts?
• Resiliency Impacts?
• Cybersecure?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If electrification proposals are brought to the commission from utilities (e.g., EV charging infrastructure proposals) - Whatever want to do or want to avoid, rate design is sine qua non
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How Best to “Manage” and “Influence”?  (3)

• Alignment with Other Policy Goals?
• Jobs
• Economic Development
• Policy Leadership

• Alignment with the Future?
• Three Criteria benefits over time
• Technology development continues…
• Storage, Transactive Energy, Blockchain, etc.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
OTHER:FUTURE:- Over time => Xergy’s point regarding devices getting cleaner
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• Uses sound waves to “shake” moisture out
• 80% reduction in electricity consumption compared to 

electric resistance dryer

14

Technology Development Continues:
Ultrasonic Clothes Dryer

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And there are new technologies emerging.  One promising new option is the ultrasonic clothes dryer, that shakes the water off the clothing fibers with sound.  Electricity usage is dramatically reduced compared with conventional electric dryers.Here I’ve pasted in the LADWP fuel mix over time.  The first group of bars shows the emissions from a conventional electric clothes dryer.  The second are the emissions from a gas clothes dryer.  By 2020, even the electric resistance clothes dryer has lower CO2 than the gas dryer.  BUT, the ultrasonic dryer is a lower-emission product with any fuel mix.  Available soon at an appliance dealer near you. 
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• Perpetuation of kWh-throughput business 
model and existing rate designs

• Hitching to the electrification bandwagon

• Transactive energy and storage become 
economic first => bypass

• Regulatory awareness, issues, delays

15

Risks Also Loom…

Presenter
Presentation Notes
But it’s likely that it won’t all be smooth sailing ahead.Some utilities will think of electrification as ”happy days are here again” – perpetuating the kWh throughput model – while the window of opportunity shrinksOthers will try to hitch their wants to the electrification bandwagon, coupling it to existing assets and interests.  Others of you may be familiar with this dynamic as “Christmas Treeing proposed legislation.  (We see a bit of this already in EPRI’s Integrated Grid.  Many of its members have substantial interests in energy infrastructure that is unlikely to have a bright future.)And as technology marches on exponentially, agnostic to our energy policy machinations, it may become cost-effective for consumers to completely bypass utilities.And, unfortunately, it’s not as though the nation’s regulators are unified in their awareness and appreciation of the nature and pace of the transformation afoot, nor are they blessed with nimble vehicles with which to adapt their states and systems to such transformation…
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There’s Not a Lot of Time…
5th Avenue, NYC, Easter 1900

See any automobiles?
Park Avenue, NYC, Easter 1913

See any horses?

Source: Tony Seba

RAP papers on operationalizing 
beneficial electrification coming soon.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let me leave you with one other caution:  Consistent with those exponential mega-forces, there isn’t much time.This illustration from Tony Seba suggests that sea changes can happen quite quickly in society, this one about transportation.In 1900, there were no cars on NYC streets (Easter, 5th Ave)…But by 1913, there were no horse-drawn carriages.So it wasn’t a good time to invest in liveries in 1900.  How much inadequate, outdated infrastructure will we build in the next “13 years”?
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